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Tūtawa mai i runga
Tūtawa mai i raro
Tūtawa mai i roto

Tūtawa mai i waho
Kia tau ai, Te mauri tū

Te mauri ora, ki te katoa
Haumi e, hui e, tāiki e

Come forth from above, below,
within and from the environment
Vitality and wellbeing for all
Strengthened in unity



Steve Jones, CEng, BEng (Honours) – University of Brighton. Steve leads 
Harrison Grierson’s Infrastructure teams across New Zealand. He is a 
Chartered Civil Engineer with over 35 years’ experience in the Water 
industry.  

He has worked in NZ since 2005 on significant development and three 
waters and roading infrastructure projects for both the public and 
private sectors.  Previously Steve was lucky enough to have worked 
through the UK’s Water privatisation programme and worked 
internationally on several occasions, including a period helping Suez 
Lyonnaise with a network reticulation research programme in both the 
UK and France.

Introducing
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Emily Botje is the Asset Management Lead within the Water Services 
Reform National Transition Unit. 

Her team is responsible for maintaining infrastructure investment 
through transition and developing the National Engineering Design 
Standards, as well as developing a National Growth and Land 
Development Framework. 

Emily has been working in the asset management space for 25 years with 
local and international experience and brings with her a wealth of 
knowledge in the infrastructure management space.
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National Engineering Design Standards

To provide for a more efficient and productive water sector we have 
developed a national technical standard for water, wastewater and 
stormwater reticulation design and construction.

This work had been known as the Code of Practice; the name is now 
changing to the National Engineering Design Standards (NEDS).

The name change is more reflective of The Water Services Entities 
Amendment Bill, which requires Water Services Entities to have a 
development code in place 12 months from their establishment.

NEDS is a required subset of the development code; to specify applicable 
engineering design and construction standards of water infrastructure.

Each entity is required to have a nationally consistent development code, 
which will be monitored and enforced by the Commerce Commission.

The NEDS have been developed by council staff with input and guidance 
from Harrison Grierson. The standards are not government policy and are 
not envisaged to be managed by Standards New Zealand.
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National Steering Group
• Anin Nama – KDC / ACC

• Richard Bax – Entity B

• Emily Greenburg – WWL

• Gavin Hutchison – CCC

• Michelle Farrell – CCNZ

• Ulrich Glasner – ACE NZ

• Glenn Broadbent ACC – IPWEA LDEG

• Noel Roberts – Water NZ / NTU – Technical 

Advisor

• Julian Williams – Iwi advisor

• Ian Garside – NTU Project Manager

Project Sponsor
Emily Botje

Project Manager – Ian Garside

Harrison Grierson
Project Manager – Steve Jones

Water Lead – Steve Jones

Wastewater Lead – Rob Bouton

Stormwater Lead – Sam Sarah

Technical Working Group

National Steering Group

Technical Working Group

Stormwater
• Auckland City Council – Chris Stumbles
• Tauranga City Council – Bodo Hellberg
• Tasman District Council – David Arsenau
• Wellington Water – Tim Strang
• Christchurch City Council – Victor Wong
• Whangarei District Council – Alison Thompson

Water
• Christchurch City Council – Michael Galambos
• Hastings District Council – Kelly Nikora
• South Waikato – Andrew Pascoe
• Hauraki District Council – Eugene Kroukam
• Hamilton City Council – Evan Vaughters

Wastewater
• Taupo District Council – Tony Hale
• Watercare – Waldo Strydom
• Western Bay of Plenty  / New Plymouth District Council – 

Che Hedges
• Whangārei District Council – Simon Charles
• Ashburton District Council – Zani van der Westhuizen
• Whakatane District Council – Michael van Tilburg

The Team



Project Overview
There are currently 45 different standards of practice providing information 
on how to design and construct three waters infrastructure.

The sector has been calling for national standards for water for years. Having 
numerous different standards and codes is an ongoing frustration for many 
and doesn’t support an efficient sector.

The National Engineering Design Standards aim to provide clear and 
consistent technical standards for the construction and design of drinking, 
storm, and wastewater across New Zealand.

It is also an opportunity to embed the key principles Te Mana o te Wai and Te
Tiriti o Waitangi into the new National Engineering Design Standards.

We have 'lifted and Shifted’, the best of the current 45 codes to create a new 
consistent national standard, which also recognises the need for differing 
technical requirements due to natural hazards.

We have produced a working draft, which with your help will form the basis 
of the NEDS Version 1.
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Scope of the NEDS Version 1

National Engineering Design Standards

The NEDS cover entity / public reticulation infrastructure, therefore private infrastructure, treatment plants and reservoirs are  
excluded.

For green infrastructure, the NEDS refer to current design guidance. No attempt has been made to nationalise this for version 1.

Approved products and materials will be lifted from councils and transferred to the entities as is. No attempt has been made to 
rationalise or nationalise these.

We have focused on the most common types of infrastructure; some specialised infrastructure has not been included in version 1 –
but could be in future versions. 

Where there are gaps in New Zealand content we are (under license) filling these gaps with content from WSAA Codes.

Regional variances have been included where there is a need to do so. 

We are working with the growth team around processes and linkage to the development code. This is a work in progress and will 
be included in the February working draft.

Version 1 will be a pdf / paper-based document. It is anticipated that future versions will be electronically enabled.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wellheads are highly dependent on well type, regulatory requirements, downstream infrastructure and well water quality.  Different configurations of wellhead are required to meet these factors meaning there cannot be a single standard design and as a minimum three individual designs would be needed with optional additions that can be added to each one. Wells can be artesian, with groundwater pressure ensuring flow through the wellhead, or pumped with a bore-pump providing the pressure and flow.  This gives two standard designs depending on the type of well.  Artesian wellhead designs can prevent or constrain flows where the groundwater pressure is insufficient to overcome pressure drops across backflow preventors or other fittings making a one-size-fits-all design difficult.  In the same way, pumped wells all have different water levels and maximum flows before starting to suck sand so there cannot be a standard pump and riser specification. Regulatory requirements are not the Taumata Arowai water safety rules which apply nationwide, instead they are the resource consent conditions applying to individual wells or global consents applying to all wells operated by a water supplier.  Different regional councils have different requirements
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Format of Current and Proposed Versions

National Engineering Design Standards

Working Draft – This Version Version 1 
to be complete April 2024

Future Version(s)

Four separate documents

Water
Wastewater Gravity
Wastewater Pumped
Stormwater

One Document

1. Foreword
2. Introduction
3. Water
4. Wastewater Gravity
5. Wastewater Pumped
6. Stormwater

Potential Future Content

1. Foreword
2. Introduction
3. Water
4. Wastewater Gravity
5. Wastewater Pumped
6. Pressure Sewer
7. Stormwater
8. Green Infrastructure
9. Approved Products and Materials
10. Other?

E-enabled 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wellheads are highly dependent on well type, regulatory requirements, downstream infrastructure and well water quality.  Different configurations of wellhead are required to meet these factors meaning there cannot be a single standard design and as a minimum three individual designs would be needed with optional additions that can be added to each one. Wells can be artesian, with groundwater pressure ensuring flow through the wellhead, or pumped with a bore-pump providing the pressure and flow.  This gives two standard designs depending on the type of well.  Artesian wellhead designs can prevent or constrain flows where the groundwater pressure is insufficient to overcome pressure drops across backflow preventors or other fittings making a one-size-fits-all design difficult.  In the same way, pumped wells all have different water levels and maximum flows before starting to suck sand so there cannot be a standard pump and riser specification. Regulatory requirements are not the Taumata Arowai water safety rules which apply nationwide, instead they are the resource consent conditions applying to individual wells or global consents applying to all wells operated by a water supplier.  Different regional councils have different requirements
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Out of Scope for Version 1

National Engineering Design Standards

Water Wastewater Stormwater

Customer side connections past the last fittings flange of the meter manifold box (water) and boundary (wastewater and stormwater)

Approved products and materials

Pipes greater than 300mm

Treatment plants and reservoirs Treatment plants Stormwater pump stations

Pump stations Ductile iron gravity sewers

Wellheads Horizontal and vertical curves in sewers

Larger, dry well or transmission wastewater pumping 
stations

Low pressure or vacuum pump networks and 
systems

The use of GRP, PE and PP manholes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wellheads are highly dependent on well type, regulatory requirements, downstream infrastructure and well water quality.  Different configurations of wellhead are required to meet these factors meaning there cannot be a single standard design and as a minimum three individual designs would be needed with optional additions that can be added to each one. Wells can be artesian, with groundwater pressure ensuring flow through the wellhead, or pumped with a bore-pump providing the pressure and flow.  This gives two standard designs depending on the type of well.  Artesian wellhead designs can prevent or constrain flows where the groundwater pressure is insufficient to overcome pressure drops across backflow preventors or other fittings making a one-size-fits-all design difficult.  In the same way, pumped wells all have different water levels and maximum flows before starting to suck sand so there cannot be a standard pump and riser specification. Regulatory requirements are not the Taumata Arowai water safety rules which apply nationwide, instead they are the resource consent conditions applying to individual wells or global consents applying to all wells operated by a water supplier.  Different regional councils have different requirements
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Targeted Sector Engagement

We want to share our working draft with you for initial feedback.

We are seeking feedback now from council staff and sector groups who have been involved in the development of the standards. Full public 
consultation is planned for February 2024.

This is our first working draft; we acknowledge that there will be mistakes and potentially controversial content. With your help we can make these 
standards robust and future proofed.

Please let us know about
• What you like?
• Are there any fatal flaws?
• Do we have the regional variations right?
• What content should we promote for inclusion in version 2?

There are several ways that you can be involved
• Council staff

• On-line feedback
• Face to face workshops

• Sector groups
• On-line feedback via your sector lead
• On-line workshop TBC

11National Engineering Design Standards
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Who we are seeking feedback from
Note: 
• You can provide feedback via these organisations if you are staff or a member
• Non-members will be able to provide feedback in February 2024

National Engineering Design Standards

All our Local Councils and their -Three Waters Teams, Transport Teams and 
Planning and Development Team Civil Contractors via CCNZ

Metro Water CCOs – Watercare and Wellington Water Fire and Emergency NZ (FENZ)

Regional Councils via Te Uru Kahika Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement 
Group (CME Group) Design Consultants via ACE NZ

Apōpō (formerly IPWEA) special interest groups – Water and Land Development 
Engineers Group 

Water NZ and their Stormwater and Backflow Special 
Interests Groups 

Kāinga Ora Taumata Arowai

MBIE – Building Code alignment Waka Kotahi

Crown Infrastructure Partners - Three Waters Suppliers Forum
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Key Dates

National Engineering Design Standards

30th

WSMG
13 Sept – Hamilton
14 Sept – Auckland

19 Sept –Wellington
20 Sept – Christchurch

21 Sept – Dunedin

On-Line TBC



Engagement process for this phase

1. A dedicated and secure site has been developed complete with the draft standards and online feedback capacities.

2. We will only be accepting one set of feedback from each organisation, how you manage this is up to you.

3. Feedback opens from 25 August and deadline for feedback is CoB Monday 30 October.

4. We want technical feedback only – identify gaps, opportunities and recommendations.

5. You will have a chance to discuss with us the Standards through planned workshops
• CCNZ Conference 1 September
• Council in-person and on-line workshops – mid to late September
• Water NZ Conference 18 October
• On-line workshops TBC.

6. We will respond to all feedback submissions in November 2023.

7. You won’t miss out - there is opportunity for wider stakeholder and public consultation in February 2024. We will tell you more 
about this in January 2024.
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How you will access the engagement platform

1. Post this launch event your identified key contact will be sent an email invitation to validate their email for system access.

2. Instructions for accessing this secure engagement platform will be provided on that invitation. 

3. Once you have your key contact's access granted, they can open the standards documents.

4. Instructions on use and FAQs will be available on this site.

5. The standards can be downloaded and shared  within your organisation with those who will be contributing feedback.

6. You can come in and out of the engagement platform by simply closing the application, the system will automatically save your 
entry.
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National Engineering Design Standards – Working Draft
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A Glance of the Standards 

National Engineering Design Standards
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Pātai
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If you have pātai or comments please send them to:

waterservicesreformtechnical@dia.govt.nz

National Engineering Design Standards



Pātai?  | Questions? 
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